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Is there any authority in our Country who would stop the accountants and their collaborators from using our trusting sister Jean Nader as unwitting cover?
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Jean Mary O'Connell Nader350 Fourth Avenue New Kensington, PA 15068(724) 337-7537
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 lynch-contract19p
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The Lynch sales contract plants the title conflict created in the Department of Tax Administration  (Not recognizing the 1992 Deed and not saying why) between members of our family. This is wrong. The Lynch sales contract does not mention the 1992 Deed for the property being sold. The contract's recital 4 with it's numerous clauses about "title objections" appears to anticipate a title problem. Not mentioning the Deed for the property being sold creates a title problem. (Why would Mr. Lynch and his Title Company not know of this Deed?)For the past 22 years  I have not been able to get any authority to recognize the 1992 Deed or to say why it should not be recognized, This suggests that I would not be able to do it to satisfy the "title objections" clauses in the Lynch sale contract. History suggests that this would be used to make our family, and not the Department of Tax Administration, appear responsible for the 1992 Deed at bk8307p1446 not being recognized.  The accountants and their collaborators make money disappear. Their signature cover is to tear the victimized family apart using a trusting family member such as Jean Nader to unwitting carry it out so the source of the break up of the family appears to come from the family. Please don't buy that. Our family is not the problem.History suggests that the use of Jean Nader is why the accountants and their collaborators want Jean Nader in and Anthony O'Connell out.. Try to expose the accounting trails at bk467p191 and see what happens.  I know the 1992 Deed at bk8307p1446 which shows that "ANTHONY MINER O'CONNELL, Trustee, " owns the property in fee simple should be recognized but I am not heard. 



 
 
  Trust Deed  
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The Trust Deed  is like any other deed under the law. It shows ownership and is used to transfer ownership. . To find out why it is not recognized  would require answers from those who don't recognize it.If those in control can ignore this 1992 Deed and not say why for more than twenty-two (22) years, and not be responsible for it, I believe they can do the same witth any deed.
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Prepared by E. A. Prichard of McQuire Woods Battle & Boothe
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Why has this Deed never been recognized and never a reason given?  Why is it not recognized that this is an impossible obstacle to selling the Trust property and it made the Trustee continue to pay the real estate taxes until he ran out of money?
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(Pages 1 and 2 of 7)
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Why would Mr. Lynch and his Title Company not know of this Deed?
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 contract14p
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I believe this document and it's amendment is a cloud within a cloud within a cloud  hiding hooks and wedges under which those in control  can do most anything they want and not be recognized.                                                    
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This document is illegal
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This appears to anticipate a title objection.  Not recognizing the Trust  Deed creates a title objection. This is planted between innocent members of our family. 
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Title objections
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Mr. Lynch did not respond. Why would Mr. Lynch and his Title Company not know of this Deed?
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